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the meaning of of a is used to indicate that someone or something is a particular type of person or thing
how to use of a in a sentence of preposition amount a1 used after words or phrases expressing amount
number or a particular unit a pound of apples tons of food hundreds of people most of them none of them
both of us 1 used as a function word to indicate a point of reckoning north of the lake 2 a used as a
function word to indicate origin or derivation a man of noble birth b used as a function word to indicate
the cause motive or reason died of flu c by plays of shakespeare d on the part of very kind of you e a
definition not any particular or certain one of a class or group see examples of a used in a sentence
belonging to somebody relating to somebody a friend of mine the love of a mother for her child the role of
the teacher can t you throw out that old bike of tommy s the paintings of monet when you are talking about
everything someone has painted written etc use of the meaning of definition is a statement of the meaning
of a word or word group or a sign or symbol how to use definition in a sentence a definition precisely
explains the fundamental state or meaning of something often given formally as by lexicographers writing a
dictionary or legislators writing laws it can also refer to a sharply detailed image or concept like how
clear the picture is on a high definition tv or how cut a calvin klein model s abs are used to indicate
cause motive occasion or reason to die of hunger used to indicate material component parts substance or
contents a dress of silk an apartment of three rooms a book of poems a package of cheese used to indicate
apposition or identity is that idiot of a salesman calling again english dictionary get clear definitions
and audio pronunciations of words phrases and idioms in british and american english from the three most
popular cambridge dictionaries of english with just one search the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary
the cambridge academic content dictionary and the cambridge business english dictionary definition
definition the act of defining or of making something definite distinct or clear see examples of
definition used in a sentence a definition states the meaning of a word using other words this is
sometimes challenging common dictionaries contain lexical descriptive definitions but there are various
types of definition all with different purposes and focuses a definition is a statement of the meaning of
a term a word phrase or other set of symbols 1 determiner you use a or an when you are referring to
someone or something for the first time or when people may not know which particular person or thing you
are talking about a waiter entered with a tray he started eating an apple today you ve got a new teacher
taking you i manage a hotel 2 determiner countable uncountable an explanation of the meaning of a word or
phrase especially in a dictionary the dictionary provides clear simple definitions definition of something
the dictionary definition of this term a precise strict definition of a word we need a good working
definition of pollution language bank define wordfinder 1 count a an explanation of the meaning of a word
phrase etc a statement that defines a word phrase etc dictionary definitions b a statement that describes
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what something is what is the legal definition of a corporation a definition of happiness 2 singular a
clear or perfect example of a person or thing definition meaning 1 a statement that explains the meaning
of a word or phrase 2 a description of the features and learn more noun the 1st letter of the roman
alphabet synonyms a see more noun any of several fat soluble vitamins essential for normal vision prevents
night blindness or inflammation or dryness of the eyes synonyms antiophthalmic factor axerophthol vitamin
a see more noun the blood group whose red cells carry the a antigen workday plausibly qualifies as an
employment agency and an indirect employer because its screening tools review candidates applications or
resumes and evaluate if they re suited for a job opening and should be recommended for further
consideration by employers the brief said but the eeoc s decision to define vendors such as workday 1 a
the 1st letter of the english alphabet b a graphic representation of this letter c a speech counterpart of
orthographic a 2 the sixth tone of a c major scale 3 a graphic device for reproducing the letter a 4 one
designated a especially as the first in order or class 5 a the world s leading online dictionary english
definitions synonyms word origins example sentences word games and more a trusted authority for 25 years
many experts agree that fascism is a mass political movement that emphasizes extreme nationalism
militarism and the supremacy of the nation over the individual this model of government stands in contrast
to liberal democracies that support individual rights competitive elections and political dissent



of a definition meaning merriam webster Mar 31 2024 the meaning of of a is used to indicate that someone
or something is a particular type of person or thing how to use of a in a sentence
of definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 28 2024 of preposition amount a1 used after words or
phrases expressing amount number or a particular unit a pound of apples tons of food hundreds of people
most of them none of them both of us
of definition meaning merriam webster Jan 29 2024 1 used as a function word to indicate a point of
reckoning north of the lake 2 a used as a function word to indicate origin or derivation a man of noble
birth b used as a function word to indicate the cause motive or reason died of flu c by plays of
shakespeare d on the part of very kind of you e
a definition meaning dictionary com Dec 28 2023 a definition not any particular or certain one of a class
or group see examples of a used in a sentence
of preposition definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 26 2023 belonging to somebody relating to
somebody a friend of mine the love of a mother for her child the role of the teacher can t you throw out
that old bike of tommy s the paintings of monet when you are talking about everything someone has painted
written etc use of
definition definition meaning merriam webster Oct 26 2023 the meaning of definition is a statement of the
meaning of a word or word group or a sign or symbol how to use definition in a sentence
definition definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 24 2023 a definition precisely explains the
fundamental state or meaning of something often given formally as by lexicographers writing a dictionary
or legislators writing laws it can also refer to a sharply detailed image or concept like how clear the
picture is on a high definition tv or how cut a calvin klein model s abs are
of definition meaning dictionary com Aug 24 2023 used to indicate cause motive occasion or reason to die
of hunger used to indicate material component parts substance or contents a dress of silk an apartment of
three rooms a book of poems a package of cheese used to indicate apposition or identity is that idiot of a
salesman calling again
cambridge english dictionary meanings definitions Jul 23 2023 english dictionary get clear definitions and
audio pronunciations of words phrases and idioms in british and american english from the three most
popular cambridge dictionaries of english with just one search the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary
the cambridge academic content dictionary and the cambridge business english dictionary
definition definition meaning dictionary com Jun 21 2023 definition definition the act of defining or of
making something definite distinct or clear see examples of definition used in a sentence
definition wikipedia May 21 2023 a definition states the meaning of a word using other words this is
sometimes challenging common dictionaries contain lexical descriptive definitions but there are various
types of definition all with different purposes and focuses a definition is a statement of the meaning of
a term a word phrase or other set of symbols



definition and meaning collins english dictionary Apr 19 2023 1 determiner you use a or an when you are
referring to someone or something for the first time or when people may not know which particular person
or thing you are talking about a waiter entered with a tray he started eating an apple today you ve got a
new teacher taking you i manage a hotel 2 determiner
definition noun definition pictures pronunciation and Mar 19 2023 countable uncountable an explanation of
the meaning of a word or phrase especially in a dictionary the dictionary provides clear simple
definitions definition of something the dictionary definition of this term a precise strict definition of
a word we need a good working definition of pollution language bank define wordfinder
definition definition meaning britannica dictionary Feb 15 2023 1 count a an explanation of the meaning of
a word phrase etc a statement that defines a word phrase etc dictionary definitions b a statement that
describes what something is what is the legal definition of a corporation a definition of happiness 2
singular a clear or perfect example of a person or thing
definition definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 17 2023 definition meaning 1 a statement
that explains the meaning of a word or phrase 2 a description of the features and learn more
a definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 16 2022 noun the 1st letter of the roman alphabet
synonyms a see more noun any of several fat soluble vitamins essential for normal vision prevents night
blindness or inflammation or dryness of the eyes synonyms antiophthalmic factor axerophthol vitamin a see
more noun the blood group whose red cells carry the a antigen
workday ai bias case tests eeoc definition of employment agency Nov 14 2022 workday plausibly qualifies as
an employment agency and an indirect employer because its screening tools review candidates applications
or resumes and evaluate if they re suited for a job opening and should be recommended for further
consideration by employers the brief said but the eeoc s decision to define vendors such as workday
a definition meaning merriam webster Oct 14 2022 1 a the 1st letter of the english alphabet b a graphic
representation of this letter c a speech counterpart of orthographic a 2 the sixth tone of a c major scale
3 a graphic device for reproducing the letter a 4 one designated a especially as the first in order or
class 5 a
dictionary com meanings definitions of english words Sep 12 2022 the world s leading online dictionary
english definitions synonyms word origins example sentences word games and more a trusted authority for 25
years
what is fascism cfr education Aug 12 2022 many experts agree that fascism is a mass political movement
that emphasizes extreme nationalism militarism and the supremacy of the nation over the individual this
model of government stands in contrast to liberal democracies that support individual rights competitive
elections and political dissent
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